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From the Fur After Dark adult archives comes a collection of anthropomorphic parody
stories/artwork, seeking to provide humorous erotic thrills and chills. Featuring a colourful casts
of much loved characters. Paperback edition. 115 Pages colour pages 8.5x11.00. Created,
written, and drawn by Eric W. Schwartz.
Welcome to the humourous and adult world of Mr. D'elia, the Piano Tuner, as it leaps from the
imagination of creator Ignacio Noe.
Connie dreams of being a super-model. ThereÂ¬ps only one problem. Her hour-glass figure is
too voluptuous. So, she goes to the dietician who prescribes her a supposedly miracle pill. The
pills end up doing nothing for her figure, but oh, the miracle they perform on her heretofore
repressed libido...! A funny wild sexual romp, much lighter than Convent of Hell but just as
mouth-wateringly painted.
Studying in a very strict junior college for uniformed 18 year olds, living with her parents, the
very Innocent Sophie ignores sex and loathes the bad taunts of her frustrated colleagues.
Then she receives a folder of photographs that make her think with her brain and with other
parts of her body that remind her of their presence. Willing to further her sensual discoveries,
she is caught in a whirlwind of sexual activity that take her from the first steps to an advanced
degree in pervery in a few easy (and highly detailed for our viewing pleasure...) lessons. An
early incamation of fan favorite Twenty, Sophie is the charming young woman everyone would
like to... er..protect... and everyone does.
Molly has now graduated high school and is about to start college but she has that summer in
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between, the best time to let go and get wild! She gets to play in her very own Manhattan
apartment for the summer every which way. Her and her buxom naughty pal get it on with
plenty of hot dudes and girls, including debauching an Asian girl, and using some unbelievably
huge toys to stretch all openings to the limit!
NSFW- Not Suitable For Work or No Sexual Favors Withheld? Or both? Readers can be the
judge of that in this brand-new 48 page LOL romp from the provocative pencil of everyone's
BFF, Rebecca. The playful pickles these teenage FWB's find themselves in will leave anyone
who picks this up exhausted and hungry for more - most definitely NSFW!
A convent in Spain. Nuns going about their routine in the name of God. But all is not quite as it
seems. There are cracks on the surface. Some nuns seem to harbor secret lusts for each
other. Then there's an accident in the cellar revealing a very old condemned door found on no
plan. One of the less holy nuns has a satanic nightmare about it. She decides to find out. What
she unleashes is an unholy bedlam of depravity and lust! Beautifully painted and full of very
raw sexual energy!

Rin is being bullied at his new school, and everyone is a Yokai...with a dick!This
36-page comic explores the relationship between a human college student and his
female classmates.Contains Adult themes including Women with penis and Male and
polyamorous relationships.
Gail Simone (Batgirl, Red Sonja) and rising star Sergio Davila (Legenderry) team to
bring you this epic tale, featuring the most amazing, most beloved, and fiercest pulp
heroines of all time! All the great Women of Dynamite are united against an unbeatable
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horror, and this historic issue features, for the first time ever, characters from the worlds
of Edgar Rice Burroughs and Robert E. Howard as Dejah Thoris and Red Sonja clash!
The characters in this highly erotic graphic novel are more then just room-mates, much
more. Readers will be amazed at just how quickly they swap between themselves and
they're not afraid to share with others at parties either. Gorgeous full colour artwork with
a knack for depicting irresistibly sweet chicas.
ANGEL'S SHORE is a story about a day at the beach with young-adventurer Angel and
best friend Ashley. Get to know them as they plunge into sun, sand, ocean creatures,
and caring friendships. While exploring, the children identify the animals as friends who
share their bright, natural world ' and a powerful life-changing tide. Children, teachers,
and parents will adore the inviting artwork of Sara Webb Quest and Cynthia Goldberg,
as well as the activities and ideas on these pages. The senses and imaginations are
sparked while tools are offered to help children experiment and learn about marine
surroundings -- all the while immersing them in the simple joys of the story's heroines.
Now a feature film with Woody Harrelson and Laura Dern A new paperback edition of
the modern classic timed to the release of the Alexander Payne–produced film version.
Meet Wilson, an opinionated middle-aged loner who loves his dog and quite possibly no
one else. In an ongoing quest to find human connection, he badgers friend and stranger
alike into a series of one-sided conversations, punctuating his own lofty discursions with
a brutally honest, self-negating sense of humor. After his father dies, Wilson, now
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irrevocably alone, sets out to find his ex-wife with the hope of rekindling their long-dead
relationship, and discovers he has a teenage daughter, born after the marriage ended
and given up for adoption. Wilson eventually forces all three to reconnect as a family--a
doomed mission that will surely, inevitably backfire. Daniel Clowes, one of the leading
cartoonists of our time creates a thoroughly engaging, complex, and fascinating portrait
of the modern egoist--outspoken and oblivious to the world around him. Working in a
single-page gag format and drawing in a spectrum of styles, the cartoonist of Ghost
World, Ice Haven, and The Death-Ray gives us Wilson, his funniest and most deeply
affecting novel to date.
While exploring the astral rifts, Madrid encounters a band of hunky, oh-so-innocent
young monks who desperately need her help. She agrees, but not only will this decision
test her resolve not to be the person she was, it will pit her against Natasha, the Queen
of the Undead!
REACHING NEW HEIGHTS ON SOLO FLIGHTS!!! Sometimes a busy, mature
housewife just needs a little alone time, y'know? Some time to get in touch with
herself... to recharge her batteries. Which sometimes means draining a few batteries.
And a little baby oil. Or the garden hose. There might be a spatula involved. Possibly a
banana. And what's Mom doing with her teenage daughter's class photo? From the
kitchen to the laundry room, in the backyard and in the bedroom, and even at the store,
these intimate personal moments are captured in loving detail in this gallery of
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sensuously shaded pencil drawings by Rebecca, who obviously knows a thing or two
(or seven hundred) about XXX-rated suburban sexuality.

Christy Canyon's flamboyant debut into the world of adult video in 1984 rocked
the porn industry like never before. Selling millions of copies, her videos quickly
established her as the world's leading porn star. Take a ride on the wild side with
her in this new, explosive tell-all autobiography. Loaded with juicy behind-thescenes details, Canyon describes her adventures and misadventures with other
porn stars such as Traci Lords, Ginger Lynn, Ron Jeremy and Peter North, just to
name a few. She also blows the lid off of her encounters with mainstream
celebrities.
Dolly's a very good girl -- she's just drawn to be bad! With a body that defies both
logic and gravity, our girl's curves have caused men to drive up onto sidewalks
just to get a better look! Dolly's "daddy", Blas Gallego created his little darling in a
series of full page comic strips that details the daily bump and grind of life as a
sex magnet! Much beloved throughout Europe, our little darling is making a trip
across the seas to an all-new collection of her misadventures. "The Very Breast
of Dolly" contains the entire run of Dolly, and as an added bonus, an "orgy of
orgies" -- Gallego's amazing series of full color paintings chronicling the history of
excessive sex!
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In Volume 5, the Spinnyverse gets a little meta- from dream controlling villains to
the Multiverse-spanning Editor, it's bound to get a little weird! Inspired by our
favorite classic comics, this volume of Spinnerette contains the complete Silver
Age crossover arc and the second part of the Canadian arc. Crisis on a Bunch of
Ohios will be 132 pages and includes a bonus Silver Age Spinnerette story
featuring the origin of Silver Age Evil Spinnerette!
Mya and Janet work at a local coffee shop where they get into all kinds of
naughty situations! But can they go beyond the occasional fling and be
something more?Cup O' Love is a sexy webcomic with Sugar, Cream and
everything Obscene!(Contains adult themes and NSFW content)
Discover the amazing world of Ben Tennyson, a 10-year-old kid who proves that
anyone can be a hero!
The Old Geezers tells the story of three septuagenarians who have been friends
since childhood: Antoine, Emile, and Pierrot. They have each taken different
paths in life, made different choices, and started (or not) their own families. The
series moves back and forth between the 50s and the present day, telling the
tragic-comic tale of our time, with all of its social, political, and cultural upheavals!
Beautifully written and gorgeously illustrated, The Old Geezers Vol 1 features two
complete stories: “Alive and Still Kicking” and “Bonny and Pierrot”, plus bonus
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material. An international bestseller, regularly topping the graphic novel bestseller
lists across Europe ? with hundreds of thousands of copies sold. A movie based
on the series also came out in 2018, with a sequel in development.
The time is ripe for a block-busting retrospective of one of our most beloved
series. This second volume collects stories of the non-stop carnal carnival that
Rebecca lustily depicts in graphic full-color detail. The joys, humiliations and
general ups-and-downs of life in the 'burbs are conveniently collected in a onestop shopping delight for both the legion of Rebecca's fans and new recruits
alike.
All-original collection of bound, gagged, pierced, whipped, chained and otherwise
compromised young vixens that began it all.
The Reiwa Women's Swim Team is an elite program that has broken numerous
records over its prestigious tenure, but on the other hand, the Reiwa men's team
has been lacking achievements for years. It's not their fault, though. They try their
best when competitions happen, but as the women burst with energy, the guys
are sluggish and slow! There's rumors of a special advanced program and when
a few guys team up with their fellow female all stars, these jocks soon realize
they'll be graduating from the shallow end to adult swim!
A woman floats from dream visiting a wide range of sexual variations. Barbarian
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fantasies blend with urban scenes in the painted style of von Gotha.
What if three young girls begged you to take their virginity? If your new live-in
maid turned out to be a nymphomaniac? If your cute young cousin grew up but
still wanted to "play"? If your stacked sister ignored you at school, but paid you
way too much attention at home? Select any one of the ten stories in this volume
and enjoy the superb artwork of one of Japan's best-selling erotic manga artists.
Traditional right-to-left manga format, with a full-color prologue.
Life gets pretty boring when you can beat the snot out of any villain with just one
punch. Nothing about Saitama passes the eyeball test when it comes to
superheroes, from his lifeless expression to his bald head to his unimpressive
physique. However, this average-looking guy has a not-so-average problem—he
just can’t seem to find an opponent strong enough to take on! Immediately
before the big Monster Association battle, the Class-S heroes hold a strategy
meeting. Unfortunately, they just aren’t in sync, and when Amai Mask barges in,
the situation only gets worse. Thankfully, King appears just in time to boost their
morale—and it’s a good thing, too, because the big monster battle begins!
“THE END OF FOREVER” part one! There is a secret history to the DC
Universe of heroes who have protected humanity from the shadows since the
dawn of time…and who can live forever. Enter the Immortal Men! The team,
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headed by the Immortal Man, has waged a secret war against the House of
Conquest for countless years—but Conquest has dealt a devastating blow. When
their base of operations, known as the Campus, is savagely attacked, the
Immortal Men must seek out their last hope—an emerging metahuman known as
Caden Park! Caden’s emerging powers may be able to ensure the Immortal
Men’s survival—but will Conquest get to him first?
Oversexed Eevelutions follows the shenanigans of Sam, an average, everyday
Eevee, as he deals with the daily happenings living in a house full of not-soaverage Eeveelutions. Name calling, personal space, and verious other issues
plague his mind. Find out how he handles these and other problems in this adultrated, humorous mash-up.
A group of young people get closer and closer, experiencing some mind-blowing explorations
in sexuality and relationships. Beautifully hot and intense and also very heartfelt writing as the
best-selling Gambedotti does not fail to provide.
"THE END OF ALL THINGS," Part Seven Alliances shift as the battle rages on...it's the
biggest, most brutal, most monumental battle in INVINCIBLE history!
With a body built for sex, and a mind for solving crime (through the use of sex, of course),
Magenta is a take-charge kind of woman! She needs no mutant ability or radioactive bug-bite
to access her amazing abilities - a tight dress and some silky underwear will do! Any man (or
mildly bi-curious woman) is putty in her hands, as Magenta uses her amazing sexuality to get
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to the bottom...of the case! Starting her own detective agency with her friend Lucrezia (who
also puts the "bust" in crime-busting), these two ladies solve mysteries the average lawenforcement agencies don't have the libido for! Written by Celestino Pes and illustrated by Nik
Guerra, Magenta is presented in a retro "John Willie" style, but her adventures are wickedly
timeless. More mouth-burning spiciness from Italy, brought to the US by SQP!
The four lascivious Spanish chicks seem to be almost in competition for who'll be the
raunchiest of the lot - but it's a friendly, sharing competition that involves some edgy sexual
adventure! Gambedotti's stunning artwork does justice to how juicy, disarmingly cute and
willing these girls are - cementing himself as one of the best Spanish erotic artists around.
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